
Customer Service Profile

Your style of Customer Service

Good customer service can make a difference in a company, it can be the reason why a customer stays with us or changes to

the competition. It is demonstrated that a high percentage of customers that a company loses is due to poor or inadequate

service. Knowing your style of customer service helps you give excellent assistance and improve customer retention.

Your style of Customer Service is called: Cautious

Your style shows the following strengths:

You care so much about the details of the case as the emotional state of the customer

You will try to comply with established procedures and policies

You will endeavor to the end to find the solution

You provide the customer both security and confidence

You manage well environments with angry or surly customers

You are willing to seek help if you do not find the solution, but you will try to do it yourself

These are the weaknesses that can characterize your style:

You may be too diplomatic

You can take the customer's side and join his complaints

You can become too attached to the script and not be very flexible to the client

You may require more support than other styles of customer service representatives

You can be elusive, ignore the situation or disengage

You may have difficulty if you handle many cases at once

Your secondary customer service styles are: Cooperator and resolute

The enviroment where you performe your style at best: Where you need a lot of kindness while following procedures to resolve

issues
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Identifying Customer Styles

Each person is different, however, predictably different. People have ways of being, reactions and communication styles, what

we call "patterns or profiles of behavior", which are common to other people, which allows us to group those with similar

characteristics. By understanding these behavioral profiles we can communicate more effectively with others, and therefore give

a better service to the client. This is a basic guide.

Profile of a customer with a tendency D (Decisive)

He speaks directly and decisively, maybe quickly

He expresses clearly what is his need, complaint or problem

He may show some nervousness, restlessness or impatience

He gets angry easily, he can lose his nerves quickly

He may raise his tone of voice if the situation frustrates him

He can become surly, domineering and even somewhat aggressive

Profile of a client with a tendency I (Interactive):

He speaks with many explanations, often with a personal or emotional approach.

He may not be easy to clarify what his real need, complaint or problem is

He is usually very sociable, sometimes, as informal and personal as if you already knew him

When he loses his nerves he can control the conversation and become unsound

If the situation frustrates him can be very emotional and take things personally

He can use the language to attack us, a lot of gesticulation and raise his voice

Profile of a customer with a tendency S (Steady):

He speaks quietly with a rather slow pace

He may repeat his need, complaint or problem several times to make sure we understand him

He is usually patient, understanding and kind

He does not usually show anger, sometimes only when he feels at a dead end

What we say may not provoke any apparent emotional reaction in him

Generally he does not show aggressiveness, rather perseverance on his problem or situation

Profile of a customer with a tendency C (Compliant):

He speaks quietly but he can be a bit dry, cold or impersonal

He express his problem or situation accurately, usually with details

Usually he is very diplomatic and stay calm, he shows patient

He does not lose nerves easily, although sometimes he seems to lose them out of context

He usually requires many explanations and be clear when and how to help him

It takes a long time for him to show aggressiveness, although if he gets to the point he can become very aggressive
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Customer Service Strategies

Based on your style of Customer Service, these are some basic strategies you can follow when you have to service the

customers.

The customer with Decisive tendencies seeks to solve things immediately and efficiently

As your style is Cautious you should make an effort in this regard:

Do not let the urge to solve the issue lead you to not follow the company's policies

Stick to the facts directly, without detours

This client can have a strong personality, do not let him put himself above you, keep up with him

Try to make the customer feels he has won, even if partially

Try to increase the pace of action and communication

The customer with Interactive tendencies seeks to solve things in a friendly and fast way

As your style is Cautious you should make an effort in this regard:

Listen to what the customer has to say, but try he comes to specific points

Use expressions that include the word "feelings," such as: Would this solution make you feel better?

Try to summarize what the customer really needs

Do not give too many technical details, focus on the main thing

For this client humor is a balm that can help you connect with him

The customer with Steady tendencies seeks to solve things in a safe and controlled way

As your style is Cautious you should make an effort in this regard:

Show a familiar and relaxed attitude, avoid formalities

The client may need you to inquire about the true nature or the background of the problem

The client looks for security, use a language that reinforces it

This client needs his time to express himself, give it to him, but help him if necessary to go to the real thing

Use "how" questions: How can we...? How would you feel...?

The customer with Compliant tendencies seeks to solve things in an exact and orderly way

As your style is Cautious you should make an effort in this regard:

Give him all the details he needs, even when you do not consider essential

Inform the customer that you understand what he want or what the problem is, you can even repeat it for reasuring the

customer

The customer may seem very serious or even cold, do not interpret it as aggression or threat

Respect the customer's space, avoid physical contact

This customer needs data and details to feel safe, feel free to give them, even if represents an effort to you
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